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Summary of Spann’s Larger Article  
 

Create rigorous multi-stakeholder collaboration:  combine significance, contributions 
and genius of each; engage all stakeholders:  360 degree conversation 
 
Map combines world views:  all parts and interactions 
 
Agree on overall goal of their collective world 
 
Identify six resources that would move world in direction they want 
 
Continual focus on two things:  create relationships and create clarity at six levels: 

• With oneself 

• With another 

• With one’s team 

• One’s organization 

• One’s constituents 

• One’s ecosystem 
 
Relationship = an internalized appreciation of what another is attempting regardless of 
how it impacts you or your agenda 
 
Clarity = a complete and meaningful explanation of ‘the world’ as the collection ‘we’ of 
the system see it, feel it and know it 
 
Level = a nested, interrelated and natural set of building blocks to create connections 
 
Iterative process of ideation and creation done with the right focus, structure and 
process (systemically and collaboratively) can prepare a group to change with speed. 
 
 
 

A.  Self: see self in an almost impersonal way 
 

1.  Relationship with oneself 
a.  Ground self in own context – locate self in reality, the goal 
b.  Experience the system – walk around in system to see, hear, feel 
people and organizations in system 
c.   Role – what role does system need me to play 



2.  Clarity with oneself about passions, goals, worldviews of the whole and speaking 
 about how system needs to evolve 
3.  Leadership:  your stand for the collective provides influence and energy to  
              innovate and fuel the work 
 

B.  Another 

 
Creating authentic relationship at the level of intimacy required to create shared clarity 
is an incredibly rich experience for both; it reveals how both want to benefit the whole.  
Most often others don’t look like they have a deep level of caring for the whole because  
they’re trying to solve a fairly complex problem for a set of diverse stakeholders with 
unique, complex needs.  And they simply DON’T HAVE THE RIGHT TOOLSET FOR 
DOING THAT.  And they don’t know if it’s possible – hence some of the really 
awkward, foolish decisions we see from time to time.  It is essential that as leaders in 
systems that we learn to sit with another human being and really understand them – 
deeply – at a level that enables us to speak from their place in the system – from their 
perspective – while not losing our own perspective and experience. 
 
1.  Relationship with another.   Three things to do to know a person quickly: 
 a. Engage their individual passion for the system – what they most want to see 
 happen for others in the system;  

b. Understand the goal they’re currently pursuing; their hopes  
c.  Understand, with precision, how they work to achieve that goal, based on 
their best success stories. 
 
Timeout:  Ask “How can I be fiercely curious about what this person is interested 
in or good at?”  and “How can I fall in love with what this person cares most 
deeply about and spend their life doing?” 
 

2.  Clarity with another.  Build a map of the person’s goal, their top 3 – 5 core 
competencies and their story.  Identify the 3 – 5 things that directly cause the goal to be 
achieved.   Rank their accomplishments based on their degree of influence – are they 
primary, secondary, or tertiary? 
 
3.  Trust.  This comes when you care enough, by restating the other person’s passion, 
goal, and work, to really understand the person’s perspective.   This is essential to 
successful teamwork. 
 

C. Team:  those with shared passion/goal who innovate 

 
Note:  You can lead a team but you can’t drive them.  They need time to form their own 
relationships.  You can design a good process, structure or container for the team to find 
themselves and their way. 



 
1.  Team relationship.  A team has a shared passion and goal.  The larger group might 
have several levers of change or goals and then teams gather around their shared 
passion and a particular goal. 
 
2.  Team clarity.  Agree on desired results and two or three levers of change (actions) 
that will take you there.  Include in the discussion how long it might take for concerted 
action to achieve the results.  And include what would “naturally” happen if the system 
were left unchecked.   Hold the results (vision/goal) and the reality in tension. 
 
3.  Innovation 101.   The dynamic tension between results and reality is a dynamic 
tension that naturally seeks resolution.   It is through holding this tension that 
innovative processes start to solve the problem.   
 
4.  Innovation 201.   Develop a map of the reality of all the stakeholders. 
 

D.  Organization:  an aggregate of teams that executes 

 
1.  Organizational relationship:  leaders begin by sharing their intellectual, emotional, 
personal, and professional story in large/small meetings throughout the organization.  
Leaders speak authentically – share their human vision of what could be, their honest 
assessment of what is, and their commitment to closing the gap via a mutually 
beneficially, inclusive process plus their assessment of implications of not closing the 
gap.  This honest personal sharing enables folks to see one another not as adversaries 
but as individuals concerned with another part of the system, often unaware of their 
impact on distant parts of the system, and unaware of how to synchronize the system.   
These questions help: 

• “What might this person see that I don’t see? 

• “What might this person be trying to accomplish that I don’t understand?” 

• “What might this person be able to do really well that doesn’t show up that way 
because the system is working against them?” 

People emerge as leaders who care enough to be willing to change themselves in order 
to accomplish the goal. 
 
2.  Organizational clarity:  This comes when you analyze the map using assessment tools 
such as: 

• Trends:  how do system elements behave historically, and need to behave in 
order to accomplish the goal 

• Archetypes:   recurring loops that cause system’s behavior.   Assumptions??? 

• Cross impact analysis:  identifying those resources with the greatest influence 

• Stakeholder:  understanding their goals/problems/impact 
Using these tools, we get clarity on where in the system we can intervene to move the 
system as a whole in the desired direction. 



Next we assess the organization’s ability to do what it can or cannot yet do. 
 
3.  Execution:   This happens on two levels: 

• External:  what happens at the level of constituents and ecosystem 

• Internal:  what organizational capabilities need to be in place and when needed 
to achieve the vision. 

 

E. Constituents 
 

Constituents:  they are those we serve through our product or service.  We need to 
support them in what they need to have, want to do and strive to be.  We need to 
support their evolution.  
 
1.  Constituent relationship: We actively engage with our Constituents, help them 
clarify and shape their identity, offer them what they seek.  Once we do that, we 
formulate a Viral Strategy for execution at the constituent level.  What are they 
committed to, give significant amounts of time and money to?     What drives them to 
move forward in life, to live differently, to be different?  We do what we did before: 

• Engage directly with their passions, success stories, worldviews 

• Help clarify and integrate perspectives, rather than reinforce differences 

• Reverse the sense of isolation, reinforce the sense of alignment of needs, 
aspirations and commitments 

• Help them describe the system and come to shared agreement about how to 
most effectively intervene to transform it into the world they are committed to. 

 
2.  Constituent clarity:  to develop the ability to scale, ask these questions: 

• Start.  Where will this change start?  Who will start it?  How will it start? 

• Spread.  How will this change spread?  Move from person to person, place to 
place – which people and places?  Slowly or quickly.   Walk this through.   Design 
the change so that it can go viral. 

• Self-direct.   Once virus is released, how will we ensure that it moves in the 
direction needed to effect needed outcome?  How will viral agents get feedback 
on impact of their efforts so they can align efforts on behalf of whole? 

• Self-sustain.  How can leaders act as catalysts available to the process to address 
surprises? 

 
3.  Scalability:  if the above questions are addressed well, we can intervene with scale in 
a way that enlivens and does not exhaust the organization. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
F.  Ecosystem:  the society or environment 

 
To succeed sustainably, we need to consider perspectives of allies, adversaries and 
neutral parties in the larger system and anticipate the impact on each of the critical 
stakeholders in the system. 
 
1.  Ecosystem relationship:  Give stakeholders a voice.  Demonstrate your 
understanding and your value add.  You empathize with them, understand that they 
have purposes, concerns and circumstances that determine much about how they 
behave in the world. This may take time but is implicit to sustainability. 
 
2.  Societal clarity:  Integrate stakeholder goals, needs and value exchange via a 
thoughtful stakeholder assessment.  Understand that even in good faith relationships, 
we can be structurally in conflict.   Also many are trying to solve a really difficult 
problem affecting multiple stakeholders – and they simply don’t know how.   
Operating with this type of clarity can open doors. 
 
3.  Sustainability:  the more holistic the solution, the more sustainable it will be.  This 
happens when we internalize this holistic perspective – thinking, acting, communicating, 
relating and performing from our own worldview, the worldviews of other key 
stakeholders, and that of the system as a whole. We develop strategies and solutions 
that optimize for the whole. 
 

Summary 
 
Resolving complex multi-stakeholder issues is possible when we create relationship and 
clarity individually and collectively with ourselves, our partners, our team, our 
organization, our constituents/markets and our society/ecosystem.   These cause 
leadership, trust, innovation, execution, scalability and sustainability to arise. 
Complex problems must be solvable for future generations.  Now that you know these 
problems are solvable, what’s stopping you?  It’s not the time – time is saved through 
these processes.  It’s not the money because the solutions recoup the cost of processes 
many times over. It’s not skill – you can learn what we do. 
 
What stops me from doing what is possible?  Can this become my practice to ensure 
that what’s good for the individual and for the whole are explicitly and simultaneously 
named, understood and included in whatever solutions we decide upon? 
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